
DOES YOUR
BUSINESS NEED
A RISK
ASSESSMENT?

G U Y  B E V E R I D G E  &  A S S O C I A T E S

We will help take your organization's

safety & security from good to GREAT!

By taking a risk-based approach to measuring physical security, an
organization can learn where to focus its time, money, and energy to
realize the greatest return on investment for its safety and security

planning..

254-423-5675

www.guybeveridge.com

guybeveridge.com



Imagine if you had a comprehensive,
written report that not only illustrated
gaps and opportunities in your safety
and security program, but also gave
you easy to understand and
implement recommendations to fix all
the gaps and overcome all the
opportunities.

If you’re like most organizations, you
do not have the time, money or people
to dedicate to safety & security. How
much time do you really have to walk
around your organization, try to figure
out all the opportunities and gaps that
exist in the safety and security, write a
long illustrative report and then try to
get your staff to adopt and implement
your ideas and recommendations?

How nice would it be to have a
professional visit your organization,
train your team, get leadership fired
up for safety and security and then
send you a concise, easy to
understand report on how to go from
good to great with your safety and
security?



Listen, all organizations face some degree of
physical threat, whether from crime, man- made
crisis, God-made natural disasters, technological
incidents, or human error. Businesses often
struggle to standardize, formalize, and optimize
safety and security because they don’t know
where to start.

A Risk Assessment conducted by the
professional risk managers at GB&A measure
your organization's specific risk and give tailored
feedback in their written reports to help you and
your organization increase the overall
effectiveness of your risk planning. 

Determining risk factors that affect your
organization enables you to have a road map of
current threats and opportunities which allows
you to pinpoint how and where to direct time,
money and effort to make your organization as
safe and secure as it can be.



Organizations that have
good safety and security
protocols with professionally
trained team members have
less employee turn-over,
happier customers, and
minimal lawsuits?

DID YOU KNOW?

Yup, it’s true! Safer organizations are
growing organizations! 

A physical risk assessment can help
determine appropriate processes to
implement to mitigate risks as well as
evaluate the natural, and man made
threats specic to your church based on
interviews, open source intelligence
gathering, comprehensive crime statistics
and government data sources.

These threats are then placed in the
context of your organization and
measured according to probability,
frequency, and impact, as well as the
presence and effectiveness of controls
designed to counter or prevent them.



BASED ON THE NEEDS / SIZE OF YOUR ORGANIZATION

OUR RISK
ASSESSMENT

PROCESS 

Who should attend: Representative from organization's leadership, facilities manager
and organization's safety and security team leader.
What to expect: Interview style meeting to determine and understand goals &
objectives.
Why is this important: This will allow for a highly specific audit and written report to put
your organization on the path from good to great in the safety and security space. By
working together to outline goals and objectives you can ensure that all stake holders
become owners of the change that you want in your safety and security plans policies
and procedures.
How do we do this: Our auditor works with your team to measure the frequency and
impact of the various types of threats to your organization. We measure threats against
people and threats against property by conducting an onsite physical security audit.
Typically, this audit covers the main building and any outlying secondary buildings on the
same property. The auditor will walk the facility(s) with the team, ask probing questions
and will establish a safety and security profile of the organization and it’s operations. All
of the findings will be included in a detailed written report.

Option 1: 2-DAY 

Day 1: Sit down meeting with GB&A auditor.

Day 2:

We like to call this the “secret shopper experience”. Our auditor patronizes your organization
to observe all areas of the organization during business hours.



OUR RISK
ASSESSMENT

PROCESS 

An initial 45 min assement call/video with leadership
Custom Audit Report
Roadmap for risk mitagation
Review/Follow-up 45 min call/video wit leadership

Vitural Risk Assessment Reports are not as comprehensive and detailed as In-Person
Risk Assessments.

Option 2: 3-DAY  

The 3-day assessment will include workplace violence, active shooter, and safety &
security protocol training for your staff.

Option 3: Virtual - The solution for organizations on a budget*

All Options Include: 

Roughly 14-21 days after the audit, the organizaton can expect to receive their
comprehensive, all-inclusive written risk assessment report. Once the report is emailed to
the organization's POC a final conference call with the organization's leadership from the
inital meeting can be scheduled to go through the report as well as outline next steps.



NEXT STEPS

Call | Email | Schedule your FREE Needs

Assessment:

254-423-5675

guybeveridge.com

Schedule Now

Pick 3  dates that would work for your leadership

team to conduct the risk assessment  and training

Based on our availability, we will confirm 1 of the 3

dates and you can inform your leadership and staff 

 of the training.

https://calendly.com/guybeveridge

